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Thi; report is a survey of current literature dealing
with underground corstruction ptactices and will
provide the Army with information for comparing
the advantages and disadvantages for methods for
tonstructing hatdened facilities, Current procedures
and problems in underground construction were
evaluated in the areas of rut and cover methods,
deep shafts tunneling,
-ground water control, security
and survivability. costs, and energy savings.
An example building -was then taken for trader.
ground siting to eompare the applicability of the
alternative construction techniques described -a the
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and ground water control methods.
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applicability of the alternative construction techniques described in the
literature. The example related the choice of construction method to security/survivability potential and ground water control methods.
The study showed that underground buildings can be more economical than,
conventional aboveground buildings over a 20- to 30-year life cycle because of
enery savings.
Since adequate technology is available to construct hardened
underground facilities under virtually any ground conditions, the main constant
in construction projects remains economic viability rather than technical
feasibility.
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"LITERATURE SURVEY OF UNDERGROUND CONSTRUG-1)MN METHODS
FOR APPLICATION TO HARDENED FACILITIES

1 INTRODUCTION
Background
Many Department of Defense hardened structures such as those found at munitions
storage facilities are constructed aboveground, some with earth cover. An example of
such a structure is the standard storage igloo. These facilities are often quite old, and
the set of requirements on which they were designed and built differ from those
considered important today. These facilities were based mainly on safety, with less
attention given to security, Survi-'ability, and operational and environmental
considerations.
In Europe, where security and survivability are important in facility design and
construction, many NATO military facilities are built either underground or in the sides
of mountains. Many of the installations are tunneled into rock in the mountainsides
which is relatively fault-free and is not prone to flooding during construction., Often, the
rock is so strong that the tunnel walls do not have to be lined.
The Scandinavian countries have built many underground or mountainside structures
for civil defense. The mountainous terrain provides a very hardened personnel shelter
compared to what could be built aboveground.
In the United States, under the direction of the Federal Emergency Management
Agency, much work, including a great deal by the Corps of Engineers, has been done
recently to design underground or earth-covered key worker shelters. The earth covering
provides both overpressure hardening and radiation and thermal protection.
Several options are available for hardened facility construction.
Typically,
aboveground structures are made of thick reinforced concrete and can provide only
limited protection.
The structure can be shallow-buried, using the cut and cover
construction method. This removes the structure from the surface, so it is not directly
exposed to threats; however, it is still vulnerable to penetrating weapons and bombs.
Tunneling, down. (shaft) or into mountainsides can provide a very safe environment, but
multiple entrances must be provided. Also, the local geology is an important factor.
Deep' excavation i, another option, which has excellent security and survivability
potential, but which requires multiple entrances. Problems encountered with deep
excavations inclide shoring, water table, and bedrock level.
-

Because of the many options available akd the numerous design and construction
decisions they present, the Army needs. information that will allow these various
construction methods to be identified and compared,
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Objective
The' objective of this study was to obtain information on the costs, energy
considerations, and security/survivabi'ity potential provided by current underground
construction technology.

Approach
Computer literature searches were performed to obtain information on underground
buildings and construction practices. Current procedures and proolems in underground
construction were evaluated in the areas, of cut and cover methods, deep shafts,
tunneling, ground water control, security and survivability, costs, and energy savings. An
example facility was then considered for various forms of underground construction (cut
and cover, deep shaft,' and tunneling) to illustrate application 'of the information
obtained.
Mode of Technology Transfer
It is recommended that the information obtained in this study be. transferred
through an Engineer Technical Letter.

_

I
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW

Ove,-view
Useful references on underground construction technology were identified from
journals and government reports.
Report subjects included methods of excavation,
tunneling, underground structure lining, waterproofing practices, security, survivabiiity,
and cost and energy considerations.
Much of the literature presented application of
different construction methods to specific structures, such as civil' defense shelters,
subways, tunnels, schools, and libraries.
The papers surveyed discuss undergroind construction methods used in the United
States and 11 other countries.
Table I lists the reports that discuss underground
construction in foreign countries. Each article is designated by country and reference
number. This reference number corresponds to the complete list of references found in
the appendix.
The literature collected provides an overview of the most current developments.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of reports by year published. Clearly, it shows that the
majority of reports have been published since 1977. The appendix: provides a more
detailed discussion of the literature review, including databases searched, keywords used,
and journals referenced.
Under4round Construction Methods
Cut and Cover
Cut and cover is the most commonly used underground, construction method. This
is essentially an open excavation in which thestructure is supported by retaining walls
while it is built and then backfill placed above the completed facility. Rajagopalan
provides an excellent discussion of the basis for designing a cut and cver excavation
[191.* His paper cites extensive use of the cut and cover technique -for underground
railway construction n India.
Structures butt d at relatively shallow depths are generally well suited for cut and
cover tecnniques, off ring a fairly low-cost. excavation appr•aeh. The major drawback of
cut and cover meth Ids is the large work area required. When construction space is
limited, as is often th%!' case in congested urban areaN, lte
disruptive construction
"techniquesare often necessary [1251. The designer must' make a decisioh based not only
on construction costs, but also on the relative merits of other types of construction, such
as tunnenag, which rray greatly reduce surface traffic interference.
Conventionally braced excavation support systems consist of a web of walers,
rakers,. posts, and lateral support lacing. The waler is a horizontal member used to
support formwork st ds and a raker is a sloping orace. A maJor problem with this system
is that the support tructure often conflicts with the excavation and placement of the
permanent structure
Excavations which use tieback. systems do not conflict with the
construction area.
Reference 4 gives a review of currently used tieback systems.
Tiebacks. can be eyp nsive since different anchor types are required foe various soil

*Numbers in bracket

refer to references listed in the append
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'mable 1

Foreign Reports
Report Reference No.*

Country

10, 12, 34, 70
lit 53, 73, 95, 100
15, 16, 112
14, 17, 27. 28, 44,-59, 67, 89,
99, 105, '.24, 132
25, 33, 126, 128
26, 72, 92, 101, 102
27
58, 104
69, 86
79
114, 125, 127, 138

India
Fngland
Canada
,Germany
China
USSR
Austria,
Norway
Sweden
Switzerland

Japan

*See the appendix.
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conditions. For a given site with varying soil conditions, the contractor must be able to
produce these different anchor types as different soil' conditions are encountered.
Rock, anchors typically exhibit a high capacity for load and are used both as
tiebacks and tiedowns (to resist buoyancy). These are especially good where limiting
The high capacity is an important consideration when
long-term creep is desirable.
excavation is deep and high water table pressures will be encountered.
ARigered earth and bell anchors are the most common anchors used for cohesive
soils. They are generally the least expensive, but require considerable redundancy in
design due to a number of unknown factors. Casing-type anchors are used in both loose
and dense granular materials.
Not all excavation support walls need to be temporary. A common techrique is to
use the excavation support structure as all or part of the final permanent structural
support or wall. References 2 and 127 give examples of this use of excavation support.
Slurry walls or secant walls are often used for this purpose. A slurry wall is constructed
by digging a trench, while keeping it full with a dense cementitious liquid (slurry) that
holds the sides in place. When the desired depth is reached, tne cast-in-place wall is
poured by pumping the concrete to the trench bottom which forces out the slurry. A
Page 18 discusses
secant wall is a continuous line of cast-in-plape concrete piles.
construction of a secant pile wall.
Reference 2 provides a detailed design analysis of a concrete diaphragm wall
formed by turning a slurry wall trench into a permanent member of the structure. This
reference recommends placing precrst panels in a slurry-constructed trench. Bentonite
grout provides the necessary waterproofing. Bentonite is a clay with a high absorption
capacity, because it can expand greatly with Wetting.
Most large underground construction projects use a combination of support
methods. A good example is the recent constructidn of underground railway stations in
Japan 11251. The excavation area was laige and deep (230 me-long, 40 m wide, and 20 to
33 m deep). Cut and cover excavation techniques were used combined with cast-in-place
diaphragm slurry walls, cast-in-place pile walls (staggered secant piles), and tieback
anchors.,
Reference 125 provides a good discussion of the reverse construction procedure,
also known as top-down construction [see also reference 1271. Typically, this consists of
the top roof slab being constructed first, with piles or, caissons donstructed below. The
subsequent excavation allows construction of the lower floors.
As is typical for
nonstandard underground construction techniques, this approach is generally only used
when it is desirable to minimize area' disruption. A unique approach to this top-down
construction is pipe jacking 1421. Pipe jacking is when large d1ametee pipes are driven by
jacks horizontally under the surface that is to be left undisturbed (such as a street). The
soil is removed from the pipe. The pipes then have reinforced conreete placed in them to
form the roof of the area to be excavated for the structure.
M3thods for providing very large excavated pits for deep cut and cover
construction have recently received much attention. This is a direct result of interest
generated during the late 1970s in concepts for buried nuclear power plants [15, 18, and
1241. Reference 18 discusses'cut and cover techniques studied for plants in Germany.
For such deep excavated pits, Germany has generally.uwid slurry trenches and freezing
techniques. Waterproof bentonite or m-e walls have already been built to depths greater

than 100 m 1181.
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Much information can be obtained from case studies of these
p'ant construction projects.
In Reference 15, a tradeoff study
determine if a specific underground power station should '.e buried in
or in a cut and cover exacavation. Scandinavian countries have been

undergrcund power
was performed to
a deep rock cavern
using rocký caverns

extensively and have developed design and construction experience.

Near-surface rock

formations are commcn in this region and are ideally suited for construction of large
underground caverns.
In addition to various technical aspects of excavation and construction methods for

cut and cover, Reference 16 presents an excellent discussion on field control as a critical
factor in underground construction. A large underground hydropower project in Canada
was designed with a reduction in the standard conservatism in underground construction
based on a commitment to increased field control.
One interesting example of
construct~on savings on this project was the use of Careful, controlled blasting to form
rock pillars for support rather than forming concrete columns. Reference 146 provides a
good text on blasting operations in excavation.
One factor to consider ir cut and cover construction is the large volume of
earthmoving required. Design engineers must consider hauling procedures when choosing
underground construction concepts. Reference 135 discusses large wheel loaders and
their use in open excavation and notes some recent trends in efficient earth-moving
patterns.
Deep Shaft
Deep staft structur,s are located deep within the earth ( 50 ft [15 ml). Shafts
suak into the ground provide access and ventilation to a tunneled or excavated space.
Derricks and other equipment are borrowed from the oil and mining industries, which
make frequent use of shafting. The construction of deep shafts Involves a production
phase and a support phase.
,*

*

Production Phase. The 'production phase -includes• dismembering the earth and
transporting muck out of the hole. Auger drilling is the most economical means of
creating n large-diameter hole In soft soils, (up to 200 ft [60 ml deep). Rotary drilling is
the most efficient drilling technique for deeper holes (greater than 160 ft [45 m]) [9!,
Drill and blast methods are used for rocky ground.'

"Removal of debris is generally a slower process than boring or blasting and so
determines the ratN of advance. Drilling mud Is circulated within the shaft to remove
cuttings. Recent research has focused on creating chemical additives that will make the
circulating fluid more viscous to better adhere to cuttings, yet still be able to flow
freely. Air-assist reverse circulation techniques have been studied to increase' mucking
rates and efficiency [96). For shafts not using, a slurry process., cranes may be used to
remove muck up to a depth of 60 ft (18 m) [221' while an alternative method of
mechan!cal hauling, such as -raise boring, must be used for greater depths.
Raise boring and sh(',k raising are recently developed construction techniques
[97,161 that permit a shaft to be dug from the bottom up. A pilot hole is constructed
first to provide a small access shaft to the shaft bottom. In rocky ground, an upward
.xcavation Is then made by percussion drilling and blasting, allowing the muck to fall and
accumulate at the shaft bottom.
The muck is left to be slooped oýut after the
excavation. This is called shrink raising. to softer soil, raise beriAg preceeds by
assembling a cutting head at the base of the shaft aMd baekreamlag uPWar06 Muck is
removed through a tunnel'st th -base of the shaft.
.

12

ySpport Phase. A lining may be installed for ground support during the support
phase of deep shafting. Steel, ribbed linings are used in temporary shafts. However,
they are unsuitable for permanent shafts because they tend to be expensive and easily
damaged. Unreinforced concrete linings are used in permanent shafts. In lining a tunnel
with concrete, the shaft walls are secured with rack bolts and a mesh [491. A multi-deck
scaffold is then used for all sinking, lining, and formwork handling operations. Formwork
rings on the scaffolding are progressively lowered into position by winches. The space
between the forms and the earth is then filled with concrete passed down from the
surface through flexible hoses.
Reference 9 gives a comprehensive review of shafting techniques, equipment, and
costs.
This paper offers a fine technical discussion of the many considerations of
shafting, with an emphasis on large-diameter hole drilling. Additional papers identified
during the literature search on deep shaft structures include a report of a 1200-ft
(360-m)-deep repository for nuclear wastes [811 and a hydroelectric plant in Ontario [15].
funneling

*

Tunneled structures can be constructed either as branches extending from a deep
shaft (as in a tunnel), or as passages to an excavated space within a hill or mountain.
Tunnels are most commonly used to produce transportation routes' through mountains or
under bodie's of water. Because the equipment used is very capital-intensive (a boring
machine, for example, can cost millions of dollars), tunneling is best suited for long
Tunneling is also characterized by a production phase and a
underground passages.
support phase.
Production Phase. The production phase, which is composed of earthbreaking and
mucking, is different for rock conditions than for soil or soft ground.
In rock,
earthbreaking techniques include drilling and blasting, continuous drilling and blasting,
boring, reaming, flame jetting, and laser cutting.
Drilling and blasting is commonly used in hard rock. This is done by a jumbo, which
consists of a number of drills, or drifters, mounted on a mobile carriage for drilling
tunnels in rock. The jumbo, positioned at the face of the tunnel, bores a large number of
holes (#.ach about 40 mm diameter by 4 m deep) with a rotary drill on the end of a
boom.
The holes are located strategically at the face loaded with explosives, and
detonatad sequentially to create both a passage with a mihmaum of overbreak and debris
small enough to be hauled away with available equipawat [951. Contiolled blasting
techniques are also used to form rock into structural supports In unlergomund excavations

A continuous drill and blast technique has been prpoed to overcome some of the
shortcomings of conventienal drill and blast, such as a start aud sto production phase
and the possible hazards of detonating large amounts of explosves -94I, Using a shielded
jumbo, small charges are placed in drilled holes and fired as a spiraled cut afntinually
progresses forward. The smaller explosive charge permits less overbreak and removes
the need for evacuating personnel during blasting.
* Research into boring techniques continues to prodlwe cutterheads capable of
handling harder rock (up to 43,000 psi [30.229 reillo-kn
1m')
.[30).
Among the
advantages of tunnel boring see less overbreak, lower eats for baektllling, &ada safer,
more continuous operation, than dr il}ing and blasting. Boring s limited b, excessively
hard veins of rock or large boulde m- Reference 29 examines cutting fundamentals along
Swith the capabilities and a4p icabillty of currently manufactuet boting mochines.

.13

A ream concept of tunnel excavation [121 considers firing 10-lb (4-kg) concrete
projectiles at the tunnel face with velocitie3 of more than 5000 ft/sec (1500 m/sec).
Thirty times the weight of the projectile can be dislocated from the face with each sho t
(the launcher may release up to one shot per minute). While Reference 12 cites that
potentially more rapid and less expensive earthbreaking can be achieved with projectiles
"thanwith boring techniques, the safety of a launcher capable of delivering these intense
impacts may be questionable for use commeicially.

"Flame jetting and laser cutting are proposed methods of breaking rock by means of
thermally induced stresses. Flame-jet tunneling [35] uses torch-like burners to cause
rock spalling. Potential environmental hazards may evolve from using this approach
(intense heat and fumes, noise, dust, etc.). Rock failure caused by laser radiation has
also been studied [241, but holds little promise for use in earthbreaking because of the
excessive amounts of laser energy required to dislodge the rock. However, lasers have

"been used in tunneling to guide boring machines. Laser-directed equipment has produced
accurately driven tunnels and eliminated the need for many manual surveying practices.
Sbft-ground tunneling methods are used for soils of gravel, sand, salt, and clay.
Shield tunneling, blade-shield tunneling, and pipe jacking are alternative excavation
techniques for these conditions. Shield tunneling [20] advances as a tubular shell, as the
face of the tunnel is thrust forward with hydraulic cylinders. Muck pushed into the shield
is then mechanically broken up and removed under the shieid's protection. Hard rocks
A recently developed
and boulders impede the progress of shield-driven tunnels.
blade
shield consists of an
The
tunneling.
blade-shield
variation of shield tunneling [28] is
array of cutting blades, each having a heading cylinder. Leading blades slicing into the
earth are hinged to trailing blades which protect the supported tunnel until a liner can be
placed.

.

*
-
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Pipe jacking has been used in China [331 to construct a 102-in. (2591-mm)-diameter
tunnel more than 1900 ft (510 m) long. In this example, a steel pipe (102-in. [2591-mmidiameter) was shoved through the ground by hydraulic jacks grouped into stations spaced
along the length of the pipe. A bentonite slurry was injected for lubrication at points
along the pipe. Muck was removed by manually spraying the tunnel face with water jets;
since the ground, was sand and clay, a slurry was formed which pumps then ca. led to the
surface for disposal.
Another aspect of the production phase is mucking, or the removal of the bulk
generated by earthbreaking. In both rock and soft ground tunneling, "...muck haulage is
the weak 'link in today's high-speed tunneling systems" [221, because earthbreaking
techniques can generate cuttings faster than they can be removed. Research in mucking
techniques has concentrated on systems that can remove cuttings quickly, yet minimize
interference with support functions (e.g., lining installation). There are three principal
"methods of mucking in tunnels; (1) using train ears, (2) creating a muck slurry, or (3)
using belt conveyors. While belt conveyors can move material more quickly than tra!n
cars over a short distance, rail haulage has the following advantagest (1) the system is
developed, (2) California switches allow continuous extension, and (3) it Is generally more
economical than conveyors or hydraulic punping due to its flexible haulage rate [22].

*

""

Support Phase. The support phase of tunneling is the installatioti of a liner foe
ground support.
Several alternative lining methods have been applied In tunnels,
including rock bolts, slipforms, steel liners, precast concrete linings, and shotmete.
In rock conditions, steel rock bolts of about 1+6t. (25.4-mm) diameter by, 5-ft
The
(1.5-.m) long are driven into the welts of an undergrouftd space to provide stort.

14

bolts are inserted into holes drilled by jumbos, and apply a restraining stress to the rock
as the bolt nut is tightened against a washer and the face of the rock. Two types of rock
"boltsare available. A split rod type with a steel wedge acts to expand and press the bolt
against the sides of the hole as it is inserted; a second type has a shell at the end of the
bolt that expands and grips the inside of the hole when the bolt is turned. Rock bolts are
spaced every few feet and often support a wire mesh pressed up agaiast the surface to
screen loose rocks [221.
Slipforming in the placement of concrete liner is done with a portable formwork
cperating on a shutter principle [49].
Multiple collapsible forms on the slipforming
machine alternately open to create a space against the tunnel wall into which concrete is
poured and then close to permit the machine to travel forward.
Steel liners are built by welding steel plates about I-in. (25.4-mm) thick together.
However, the liners often have oxidation problems and require the costly services of
skilled welders [45].
Precast concrete segments have been successfully used as a tunnel lining [50]. Cast
in several different shapes, the segments are held together with wooden dowels to form a
ring. Thousands of theserings may support the tunnel.
Shotcrete, or sprayed concrete, has been used extensively in underground
construction. It eliminates the need for formwork, binds to any surface, sets quickly, and
can be used in a variety of structures [701. The mortar is easily piped to the point of
application with light, convenient equipment. Its drawbacks are that it has a higher unitfor-unit cost than normal concrete, requires skilled personnel, and leaves an uneven
finish. Thire are two ways to apply shoterete. With a dry mix, a dry mortar is fed to a
nozzle where water is added; the mixture is then sprayed on the tunnel surface. In the
wet mix method, a ready-mixed shotcrete is forced through a hose with compressed air
to the nozzle'where air jets from a separate hose dispense the shoterete as a spray. The
wet mix is a more recent innovation, offering a more controlled water/cement ratio and
less of a dust problem than dry mix. A tunneling construction technique, commonly
referred to as the New Austriin Method, sprays about 4 in. (101.6. mm) of shotcrete to
rock-bolted tunnel walls.
The shoterete fills surface irregularities and hardens to
become an integrated part of the rock.

*

Deep caverns are bailt using methods of deep shaft construction and tunneling,
often in conjunction with controlled blasting and drilling. Deep rock caverns will not
require excessive reinforced concrete structural strength to resist the large hydrostatic
pressures associated with bulled structures cut and covered in deep excavated pits;
however, it is costly to generate access to them [151.
State-of-the-Art Reviews
Two receut state-of-the-art papers, on tunneling give a more detailed picture of
construction techni'ues. Reference 22 describes, in detail, the prduction and support
techniques -currently used, ground control methods, and safety and cost considerations.
The paper draws largely from inspections of recent tuimelin projects and interviews
with experts in the field.
Reference 10 examines soft-ground tunneling. There is some. discussion of ground
stabilization techniques and equipment- but the emphesis of the paper is on. the design of
flexible and rigid tunnel linings. The report states that the gremtest difficulties in soft"ground tunneling' arise from the .presenee of ground water I pervious zones at an
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"verabundance o
of large boulders. Cost overruns which result because the sevei ity of
these conditions is underestimated may be reduced by thoroughly assessing subsurface
conditions before bidding.
Other papers on tunneled structures include applications to deeply based missile
systems [36,37] and subways in urban areas [38].

"GroundWater Control
•iVarious

methods are available to control ground water during construction of
underground facilities and to control its seepage into the completed structure.

S-Ground

Water Control During Construction. Underground construction below or
near the water level is possible when ground water near the site is altered. This dan be
"done by wellpoints, deep wells, chemical stabiliz.irs, ground freezing, pile or sheet
and other methods.

.$driving,

Wellpoints. An effective way to avoid ground water problems during construction
is to lower the water table to a depth at which it does not interfere with work.
Wellpointing is common and can effectively lower the water table up to about 18 ft
(5.4 m) below ground level. It works best in sandy soil, but is least effective in finegrained soils of low permeability [22]. Wellpoints are usually jetted' into position by a
high-capacity pump; predrilling is sometimes needed when rock or gravel makes jetting
"unsuccessful [71]. Water is removed from an individual wellpoint by a vacuum-centrifugal pump through a vertical riser. The water table is drawn down locally as an
inverted cone around each wellpoint. An array of wellpoints is located around the
construction site. This allows the water table to be lowered over a large area.

.
.

Use of weilpoints with a vaccum-centrifugal pump will not substantially lower the
water table; it is thus acceptable only for shallow excavations. Dewatering to deeper
levels can be done by an ejector-pump or by eductor wellpoint systems based on venturitype flow. This type of system can remove water to depths of 100 ft (30 m), but
equipment and. power costs are high [221. Also, wellpoints may remove fine particles
from the soil, causing settlement problems.

".•
--".-

.

"Deep Well..

Deep wells are deeper and larger than Individual welipoints. Surface
turbine pumps or submersible*pumps are used to draw down water over a large
..area. The same Inverted cone shape as that of a wellpoint is established, but is much
larger. Because of cost, the number of deep wells is usually minimized, since an
individual deep well is much more expensive than a wellpoint [22]. Deep wells are noteffective in stratified or impermeable soils. As with wellpoints, deep wells can cause
ground settlement problems due to the removal of fines in the soil.

.-.
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*
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Chemical Stabiliters.
Use of chemical stabilizers or grouting is eommon for
stabilizing the soil mass, preventing water inflow, and providing increased, soil
compressive strength. With chemical stabilization, the grouting fluid is pressure-injected
into the soil where it sets or gets to 'seal voids and reduce, permeability. Chemical
stabilization of soil was used as early as the 1920s in the Joosten Process for water
control.

-

*

Two types of grouts, are available:
suspension grouts and solution grouts (also
cilled chemical grouts). Suspension grouts, which provide for suspension of materials inn
water, normally contain Portland cement as the setting agent and bentonite to provide
"stabilityduring injections. They are' effective only for filling voids in soil that are about
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twice the suspended particle size and thus are effective only down to the coarse sand
range of soils [71,221. For additional saturation of the soil, a second stage of injection
with a solution or chemical grout is commonly used. Solution grouts are also used alone,
but are more expensive than suspension grouts [71].
Solution grouts are often called chemical grouts because of the chemical reaction
which occurs between two or more constituents to form a gel. The fluid viscosity of the
chemical grout determines how well it will penetrate into the soil. The Joosten Process
i3; a form of chemical grouting and involves a "two-shot" process. A two-shot process
injects a primary ingredient into the soil, followed by a second injection of a gelling
ingredient. This process is still in use, today. Recent developments include single-shot
chemical stabilizers which gel over time.

"Stabilizing grouts are injected either through driven lances or by drilled holes.
"Drivenlances are inexpensive, but are limited in depth (about 40 ft [12 ml) and cannot be

I

used around obstructions [711. Frequently used' in drilled holes is a special sleeved and
perforated grout tube which allows placement of grout at specific depths witholut loss of
material back into the tube (called the tube-a-manchette method [1361).
Different
grouts can be used in the same system. Major pores are closed by first injecting lowercost suspension grouts followed by solition grouts. It is not uncommon for soil volumes
large as 2 'million cu ft (56 000 m ) to be treated for construction [1031. Grouting
tubes are typically spaced about 3 ft (0.9 m) apart, -but this varies based on soil
conditions.

-
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Grout placement in rock is described in Reference 103 for tunneling projects in
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Ground Freezing. Control of ground water by means of ground freezing has proved
be an effective and successful method for many cons--uction projects. Ground
freezing is expensive, but recent improvements i4 equipment and techniques have made
competitive with other methods, particularly for short-term projects where the ground
freezing time is minimized [103,137]. Ground freezing has applicktions in all forms of
underground excavations, including open-cut excavations and tunneling.
The ground freezing, method uses refrigeration to freeze ground water in the area
of excavation so that work can proceed in a water-tight barrier. Evaluating use of
ground freezing depends on many factors, including site conditions, soil characteristics,
ground water content and flow, the contractor's experience with the method, and, most
importantly, cost tradeoffs with other methods. Two methods are used for ground
The most common is the use of a brine (salt solution) refrigerant system. The
other method, which has had increasing application, is the use of liuitd nitrogen (LN.2 ),
138 and 139 describe a typical brine refrigrstant system, which includes
a refrigeration plant, surface piping, refrigerator piping in the ground, and temperaturemonitoring instrumentation. The refrigeration plant cools and delivers the cold brine to
piping network. Modern refrigeration plants are built as trailers and are mobile for
transport to the job site. This limits the size or capacity of the units to about 500 tons
(453.5 tonnes) of refrigeration (TR); thus, multiple, smaller units are typically used [1391.
The cooled brine is distributed to the refrigeration pipes by an insulated surface piping
system. The refrigeration. pipes are placed after drilling in the desired loationms These
pipes are closed-ended and allow for circulation of the brine solution. Ptacement of the
refrigeration pipes requires accurate drilling. Reference 139 notes that the required
accurate drilling and placement of pipes usually represents the largest coit for ground
freezing systems.

I ,,..
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Placement of LN 2 for ground freezing has several operational advantages over
brine systems [1411. However, cost Is often the deciding selection factor. The liquid
nitrogen is purchased from suppliers and can be stored in on-site tanks or delivered to the
-n
job site by tank truck for smaller jobs. The refrigerant is supplied to freeze pipes by
•surface-insulated
pipes. Freeze pipe systems, which are described in Reference 140,
"typically include concentric pipes with down pipe and riser systems for return flow,
although some concepts allow for the LNy to be released directly to the soil. References
140 and 141 compare the advantages and aisadvantages of the LN 2 system to those of the
"brine system.

S/

SPile
.

and Sheet Driving. Water may also be restricted from the construction site by
installing an impermeable underground wall around the excavation. The barrier dams off
circulation of underground water and permits construction below the water table.

.

Temporary. steel-sheet piles which have been u'sed for this purpose are being
replaced by concrete diaphrp.gm walls that are frequently made a part of the permanent
* "structure.
Three types of concrete walls are used: cast-in-place, prefabricated, and
secant pile walls [1031,
*
*

Cast-in-place or cast-in-situ walls are built by digging a bentonite, slurry-stabilized
trench. A cage of steel rebar Is lowered into the trench. The slurry is then displaced as
concrete is tremied into the bottom of the trench. The trench is completely filled with
concrete and allowed to cure. The resulting wall then restricts water flow and thus
controls ground water during construction.

,

Prefabricated, reinforced, concrete panels are cast before being placed in a slurrystabilized trench to cree.te a wall. A bentonite-cement mixture is added to the slurry to
act as a grout, which hardens to, seal the separations between the prefabricated panels.
Prefabricated walls have better finished surfaces, higher quality control, and can take on
a greater variety of shapes than the cait-in-place walls. However, they are about 20 to
.30 percent more expensive.
A secant pile wal! is a line of bored, cast-in-place concrete piles, intersecting each
other to form a continuous wall. A Benoto rig is a piling rig often used to construct the
piles by driving a special casing into the ground- while removing soil inside the casing with
a mechanical 'grab. The mechanical grab is a mechanical clamp bucket similar to the
dragilne which goes down into the casing and lifts out the soil, The piling rigs can bore
through obstructions and secure the piles into bedrock. Secant pile wails cost about as
much as cast-in-place walls.

".

Other Ground Water Control Methods. Alternative methods of ground water
control during construction include compressed air, caissons, and electro-osmosis.

,

Compressed air is used in underground eonstruc•ion to center the hydrostatic
pressure in the soil and so retard the influx of ground water. Clay Is art Ideal soil for
compressed-air tunneling, since it tends to dry out and strengthen [981.

.

-.

I

Due to the relatively high cost of the equipment involved (compressors, air looks,
etc.) and the hazard! to workers, compressed-air methods are now used less frequently.
If. the compressed air creates a direct channel through the soil to the surface in a
subaqueous tunnel (a "blow"), the tunnel may flood. Crews working under high-pressure
conditions must work shorter shifts for higher wages due to the dangerous work
environment. Reference 22 provides details on the operation of a compressed-air tunnel
and its limitationS.
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soils.

Caissons are traditionally used to construct piers and other underwater structures.
Large pipes and tunnels have been constructed with caissons [13!. The caisson is a

waterproofed shelter that is lowered down around the excavation site as the hole
deepens. Compressed air in the caisson prevents water from flowing up through the floor
where earth is removed.
Electro-osmosis increases water flow to wellpoints [22]. Cathodes are installed in
the wellpoints in a sandwick. A sandwick is when a hole is drilled and filled with sand.
This sand column allows water to percolate into and up the sand without pressure building
up. Steel pipes, acting as anodes, are driven into the ground on 10- to 20-ft (3- to 6-m)
centers. When the electrodes are charged with a current of 10 to 30 A at 100 V, water
will flow from the anodes to the cathodes. Although this method provides effective staof fine-grained soils (silt or clay), it is not widely used.

-
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Choice of System.
The choice of a system for ground water control during
construction depends on the type of construction, water levels, soil type, and special
requirements.
The type of construction (shallow excavation,,, deep excavation, deep
shaft, or tunneling) is impbrtant, but beyond this, the depth oft the excavation and the
area of coverage are key considerations. The entire area of the structure, plus additional
area for operations and f'.de wall stability,.will typically be exposed during excavation for
* construction. Thus, this entire area will require ground water control at one time. On
the other hand, tunneling can use segmented construction with sequential water control
as the work progresses. Reference 102 describes how the sinking of deep shafts (800 m)
under unfavorable water conditions in clay soil and flowing soil (quicksand) is done by
ground freezing.

"..
*.

Selecting the appropriate means of water control requires a detailed knowledge of
the site's geology. This includes information on soil type, how it varies with depth, level
of the ground water, whether the soil is stratified, soil permeability, and range of
particle sizes. A detailed study of the site by borehole samples is required to depths
belaw that of the excavation.
Adequate numbers of samples should be collected to
describe the site geology in detail.

" -.

Special

requirements may govern the choice of ground watet c.ontrol during
"construction. The use of wellpoints or deep wells can cause settlement in the area if
fines are removed or if the soil Is a type, that shrinks when dewatered. In some built-up
"areas, dewatering is prohibited in order to avoid settlement of ground water [221, and
other options must be used. Long tunnels which cross ground water flows can act as a
dam, raising the water level on the upstream side and lowering it on the downstreamside. This can cause problems such as basement f166ding or redu.'ttion of well levels.
Such a problem was encountered during construction of the Konig-Heinrich-Platz metro
station at Duisberg, West Germany. The solution, described in Reference 10$, was a
diaphragm wall with gaps which was sealed by freezing during construction. After
construction, the ground water was able to flow again. through the gaps. The gap
freezing was combined with sequenced construction to allow ground water flow during
eonstruction.,

_
-

*

".
S...several

Often, one method, of ground water control is not sufficient. Combinations of
methods are often used in a single project because of varying soil properties and
depth of excavation around the' construction area. Reference 138 describes such a
situation, where, cast-in-place concrete diaphragm walls were used in vertical shafts,
along with chemical grouting followed by the use of ground freezing during tunneling
between the vertical shafts.
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Reference 22 compares methods for stabilizing and dewatering various types of
Figure 2).
(dýee
soils
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Pertinent References. Numerous references were collected which address the control of ground water during construction. Refere.,.ces 22, 103, 71, and 136 provide details
on methods and applications of welipoints, deep wells, and chemical stabilizers. The
topic of ground freezing is extensively covered in Reference 99. References 103 and 69
provide information on pile and sheet driving. These references provide more detailed
information on ground water control during construction.
of Structures. Reference 74 contains a complete and organized
discussion of waterproofing underground concrete structures.

* SWaterproofing

*

The surfaces of underground structures are often exposed to ground water at high
hydrostatic pressure. "Waterproofing" is any method of making concrete in underground
walls less permeable to the influx of ground water.
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The permeability of concrete is an experimentally obtained measure of how freely
water can flow through the concrete for a given water pressure applied over a Unit
(I)
Three principal factors influence a concrete wall's permeability:
surface area.
concrete constituent properties, (2) methods of concrete preparation and application, and
(3) subsequent treatments or coatings.
The proportion of cement, aggregate, water, and admixtures in concrete is shown
to affect permeability [74]. Increasing the maximum aggregate size or the water/cement
ratio will increase both the coefficient of permeability and leakage rate through the
concrete'. Admixtures have been developed that create water-repellent linings in the
pores o the concrete and decrease permeability. Polymer-impregnated concretes are
used in underground structures for their impermeability and resistance to freezing.
Fiber-reinforced concretes 'ire also used for their increased strength.
Improperly insta!led concrete is more apt to crack and leak.
Voids from
honeycombing or segregation of the constituent materials may also. inerease leaking.
Vibrating the concrete during placement can greatly increase the waterproofing level' of
an underground structure.
Asphalt and other sealants have been applied to the surfaces of underground
concrete walls [751. The coatings may be applied by heating the asphalt or coal-tar pitch
to 350 0 F (192.5 0 C) and mopping it on the concrete surfaces. Several coats are added.
An alternative method under study is a cold-applied sealant that is sprayed on and is
much easier to apply.
Concrete in clay soils may seal naturally when clay particles present in infiltrating
ground water plug concrete pores [72].

Cost Considerations

Recent publications have discussed construction factors affecting costs, compared
costs between construction factors and methods, and offered detailed cost breakdowns
and estimating procedures.
Cost Factors
Many factors influence a,'project's final cost'. Reference 29 points out that
geotechnical conditions, the tunnel's size and depth, the, location of required power
sources, and the availability of labor and materials' are all important cost factors in
tunnel boring. Labor costs will tend to be the greatest expense, followed by material
costs and equipment depreciation.

An evaluation of a nuclear power plant concept [791 revealed that, locating the
facility underground with a cut and cover technique would be 11 percent mo:e expensive
than an aboveground plan. The increased cost was SOt' attributed to direct construction

costs being 70 percent higher, the need for special equipment for ventilation and other
functions, and the additional time required to build the underground structure; More
costs 'are incurred from hardening underground tunnels to resist blasts or seismic loads.
A design cost study 1851 estimates' that hardening a tunnel to resist a seismic load of 0.5
g would increase construction costs by 35 percent.
Scvera' suggestions have been proposed to deerease-exipnses. The use of instrumented field test section in tunnel support has shown significant construction savings
2.

in numerous tunne'ing projects [541. A clearer understanding of the ground conditions
provided by the test sections helps reduce unexpected problems. Reference 91 compares
two documented case histories to show that sponsors of underground construction
projects may reduce final costs and legal expenses by sharing the inevitable risks of
tunnel construction with the contractors. Better contracting saves time, trouble, and
money.
Cost Comparisons
Several 'studies have compared costs among various construction methods and
underground designs. Underground or earth-sheltered buildings show more economic
promiSe when considered ovor the entire life of the structure. According to Reference
90:

-

Earth sheltered design, like any other approach, is cost effective only
for appropriate conditions of site, climate, building use, programo and
economics. Given the right conditions, however, an earth-sheltered
design will substantially reduce operating, maintenance, and repair
and replacement costs d-ring the life cycle of a building when
compared with conventional design, while increasing initial
construction costs very little, if at all.
New construction techniques for rigid, impermeable walls have been compared in a
study of subway construction costs [881. Given favorable site condit-ons, a tremie
concrete slurry wall or a precast concrete panel slurry wall would' cost ,,aly about 90
percent as much as a conventional cast-in-place concrete wall. Underground subway
station construction costs were also compared to show that an underground station using
a tunneled earth excavation technique with an 85-ft (25.5-m) overburden would cost
about 25 percent more than one constructed by cut and cover methods with a 20-ft (6-m)
earth cover, and 47 percent more than a cut and cover station with a 8-ft (1.8-m) cover.
Similar comparisons are availab!e in the literature for three areas of application:
subways, power plants, and homes or large buildings. One study [891, which focuses on
the expenditures in West Germany for subways over the past few years, states that there
is little current cost difference between open cut, shield method, and the New Austrian
Method (also known as Shotcrete Method). However, in soft, water-bearing ground,
compressed-air, shield-driven tunneling may cost two or three times as much as the cut
and cover method.
Reference 77 compares the costs of siting a nuclear power plant underground, The
investigation found that a cut and cover buried facility would cost 14 to 25 percent more
and a mined rock plant 10 to 18 percent more than a surface power plant. A second
report [861 s'tates that costs for siting a nuclear power plant 'underground' In rock are
about 25 percent more.
Reference 80 examines the costs of unde.rground homes and large puo'ic buildings.
Based on life-cycle cost figures of five case studies: "it does appear clear, however, that
the use of earth-sheltering does not increase construction costs in any notable way, and
may in fact represent a decrease in some cases" [801. Anexample earth-sheltered house
is cited as costing 28 percent more to construct, but 12 to 20 percent less to own and
operate over the 30-year life of -the home.
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Detailed Cost l.Etimates
Several reports give detailed construction cost breakdowns and estimating
procedures. Reference 22 explains tunneling costs, including manpower and equipment
allocations.
Detailed cut and cover excavation costs for diferent depths and soil
conditions are presernted in a .report on underground naval facilities [78]. Reference 9
gives an in-depth review of tunnel and shafting costs, cost-estimating procedures, and
data for use in underground emplacement of nuclear explosives. References 22 and 78
provide factors that must be considered in cost estimation.
Physical factors to be
considered in cos* estimating of underground construction projects are: (1) location and
accessibility, (2) geology and hydrology, (3) general environment (climate, altitude), and
(4) operational
requirements including intended ase, operational life, general
configuration (number of tunnels, shafts, etc.), depth alignment and grade requirements,
and environmental control requirements (ground water, air quality, etc.).

Security and Survivability
One b-nefit of locating a structure underground is the increased protection
provided from threats of force as compared with an aboveground siting. This has been
the driving consideration behind the use of underground construction for many military
facilities. Threats of force can come in many forms, including, but not limited to, the
following:
* Terrorists or subversives
* Chemical-biological weapons
* Air-delivered munitions
* Artillery fire
*

Fuel-air explosions

* Well-armed military troops.
Military installations are not the oqly facilities that have used underground
construction techniques as protection from these threats. Another example is civil
defense shelters to protect the civilian population from nuclear and conventional
weapons effects.
Nuclear power plants have also recently been considered for
underground siting.
Belowground siting provides nuclear power plants -with m re
protection from terrorists and aircraft impact than an aboveground facility unless tie
latter is substantially hardened. Reference 77 considered in detail the security (an iterrorist) advantages offered by belowground siting of nuclear power plants.
The various threats of force can be classified into two groups: threats to secur ty
and threats to survivability. "Security" is defined here as protective measures taken to
minimize loss or damage of material, information,, and personnel located within a facil ty
due to terrorist or subversive activity. "Survivability" is defined as protection provi ed
against acts of war, including attacks with nuclear, chemical, biological, high-explosive
or fuel-air explosive weapons. Aircraft impact could fail under either heading, but vill
be considered here under survivability (this could include a military aircraft attack a
terrorist hijacking, or a commrercial airliner accident). The following discussion of ef ch
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threat ii limited to a comparison of the protection provided by underground versus
surface construction practices.
Security

"

Protection uf a facility from terrorist or subversive groups has been a subject of
inci.asing concern. Several studies have been performed to develop means nf providing
Belowgronnd siting, is often considered for this
increased security [.-t2,143,144J.
purpose. The primary consideration in selecting security measures, including choice of
siting, is the magnitude of the threat. Security threats can be divided into three' levels
based on the tools or equipment available to the attacker. The lowest threat level would
be a saboteur/pilferer equipped with hand tools, such as a sledgehammer, bolt cutters, (r
hand drill, or small electric- or gasoline-powered tools such as saws or drills. included in
this threat would also be equipment such as that used by rescue squade to aid trapped
accident victims. the second level of threat sophistication would include use of items
such as burning bars, cutting torches, and bulk explosives (dynamite, plastic explosives,
and small, linear-shaped charges). While the first threat level would include single-shot
rifles and pistols, the second level may have automatic weapons capable of firing
sustained bursts at the target. A third level of attack coLId include tools/weapons such
as heavy linear- or point-shaped charges and shoulder-fired weapons such as the bazooka
and recoilless rifle.
However, this third threat level stops short of the amounts of
equipment that could be used in an infantry assault.

J

The first level of threat is much less substantial than the latter two. Protection
can be provided in the aboveground facility with minimal cost imnact. The increased
costs associated with belowground construo.tion are not warranted. The remaining two
threat levels are much more substantial, with the third level being the most severe. In
such cases, belowground siting can provide benefits over an aboveground structure even
if the aboveground facility is substantially "hardened" to provide the required security
level.
It should be noted that, given enough time, a well-planned and well-equipped
terrorist force can eventually penetrate any structure.
Consequently, security
requiýrements are usually stated in terms of minimum intrusion denial time requirements
for a given level of terrorist sophistication.

-:

Compared to an aboveground structure, one advantage of an underground facility is
the concealment inherent in its location. Reference 77 describes how this factor works
as a deterrent by making it more difficult to plan an attack. A terrorist group must be
sophisticated enough to have access to facility design documents in order to have
sufficient knowledge of the physical makeup of an underground structure.
A second advantage of an underground facility-is that it minimizes attack points.
Unless the structure ha- a very shallow burial, the viable attack points are limited to
entryways and structure penetration points, (for ducts, pipes, wiring, etc.). The more
deeply a, structure is buried, the more this is true. A typical aboveground structure
offers access through roof slabs and wall slabs as well as entryways and structure
penetrations.
With suitable cost increases, it is possible to harden an aboveground
facility to reduce the possibility of forced entry through roof and wall slabs. Reference
'142 includes an in-depth study of six concepts for structures to meet very stringent
security requirements. Both aboveground and belowground concepts were mncluded. The
study showed that substantial hardening of the aboveground exterior wall and roof slabs
wa s required to provide protection equivalent to the bt'ried concepts. It was considered
unrealistic to try to achieve these extreme roof- and wall-hardening levels. Doing so
would produce a massive aboveground structure which wouI4 be substantially mounded
with earth and, for all intents and purposes, buried. Use of very thick reinforced SOI
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concrete slabs aboveground does not provide a security level equivalent to a deeply
buried structure [1421.
Comparing the vulnerability of entry systems to terrorist attacks- also favors
underground construction.
Unless specially constructed entry corridors are provided,
breaching of an aboveground building entry system constitutes entry into the facility. On
the other hand, the nature of underground structures requires entry systems which run
from the surface down to the facility. If the surface entryway is breached, then the
terrorist must still proceed underground to the facility and breach a second entry before
the security of the building is compromised.
Reference 66 describes the security
provided by such long entry systems to underground facilities. Multiple barriers can be
placed along this path to provide increased intrusion prevention.
An aboveground
structure car have an entry corridor for the same purpose. However, such a corridor
would be vulnerable to attack through its walls or roof, and hence would have to be
substantially hardened to be an effective deterrent.
Another advantage of an underground facility is that the security force needed to
guard the facility is reduced.
Depending on the type of facility, such as a weapons
storage facility, the cost of security personnel required could be quite high. Thus, the
overall cost of constructing and maintaining an underground facility could be lower than
that of an aboveground facility.
final advantage of underground sititig for security purposes is capture of
intruders. Because the likely mode of entry by intruders'is through entryways, the threat
becomes localized arle easily identifiable.
Providing sufficient physical intrusion
protection in entryways to give security forces time to react properly will yield a natural
place of entrapment. The limited entry points of underground siting are a disadvantage;
although it is difficult for a terrorist group to enter a buried facility, it does become
possible for them to r nder a facility inoperable. The use of sufficient high explosives at
entryways could close down the structura, trapping personnel and contents.
Earthmoving equipment would be needed to clear the obstruction, and rapid deployment or
operations by the facility would not be possible.
Survivability
Traditional aboveground construction does not protect from substantial th.reats of
force such as nuclear blast, air-delivered munitions, artillery fire, or :uel-'ir explosions.
Even survival from low overpressures (< 50 psi [35 150 kg/m 21 side-on, tong.
-duration) requires very substantial hardening of aboveground facilkties, as does survival
of direct impact by, irtillerv, aircraft, or air-delivered munitions. Much higher loads
( 50 psi 135 150 kg/m 1, long duration) are'easily achieved in fuel-air explosions and, to a
greater degree, i, nuclear detonations when the facility is case to ground zero.
Pressures on the order of 300 psi (210 900 kg/m 2 ) side-on inside the cloud are not
unusual. The cost-effectiveness of underground construction compared to aboveground
construction becomes more attractive as the level of threat increases.
A cost comparison analysis was made using a variation of the exam-le structure
shown in Figure 3. This structure is 170 ft (51 m).long by 36 ft (10.8 m) wide, and 10 bays
!ong by two bays wide. The structure is one level, with a floor-to-roof- height of 15 ft
(1.5 in). A uniform static live load of 250 psi (175 750 kg/m 2 ) was app!ied to the roof.*
Two computer programs were used: one to-design an aboveground structure and the
"other for a belowground structure 11481. The belowground structure used was a cut and
cover surface flush structure. Input for these programs included the material properties,
design ipecificat ions, yield size of the bomb, and-the overpressure produced at the
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building location as a result of the bomb. Cost rates for. material, equipment, and labor
were o~tained -friom-- the 1984 Means Construction Cost Data. The concrete strength of
26LC•F
4000 psi (2.912 million kg/rn?) and the steel
strength ofF~CTIN.
60,000 psi were used for the
*Oanalysis.

The otatput Included detailed specifications of the size of the structural members
(i.e., walls, columns, root, foundation, otc.). A value for the total cost was determined
from each run of the programs. These values for, the aboveground and belowgro~snd
structure are plotted against overpressure ist Figure 3. The cost for the a boveground and
beiowiround struelure Is found to be equivalent at an overpressre of approximately 35
psi (24 805 kg/rn )'The aboveground structure is more economical for overpressure
Sbelow

35 psi (24 60$

kg/r),

while the belowgroiund Is more economical fr

greater

overpressusre.
Soil overburden mitigates the loads delivered to a structure for explosions In air.,
Nluclear detonations, fuel-air, explosions, and, artillery fire are typically air bursts which
gnerate severe shocks to the atmosphere. These blast waves reflect off the ground
surface and drive a shock wave into the sells. Shoeks attenuate muft more quickly to soll

4these
S :':

Sor

than in air. Thus; a buried structure will realize a lower shock strength than a surface
structure the same distance away from the point of an air burst. Similarly, for aircraft
impact, the ground attenuates the forciý,g function associated with the crash. Thus, in
cases, underground construction provide' increased protection with increased depth
of burial. Of course, higher costs are associated with increased burial depth.
Air-deliv~ered weapons •that can penetrate the soil are another threat category,
along with any weapon capable of burial before detonation. Underground explosions near

"aburied structure can produce effects as severe as, or much more severe (for very close
in contact) that an air blast on aboveground structures. The structure cannot be
protected from buried explosions until it is located deeper than the weapon's capability
to penetrate soil, which increases construction cost.
For air-delivered bombs,
penetration depths of 50 ft (15 m) are not unusual. Use of a burster slab at the ground
surface above the buried structure is one option. The slab causes the weapon to operate
"prematurely before deep burial is achieved. However, such a slab must cover the entire
including overlap, to account for the bomb's trajectory angle. Use of a burster
slab also increases construction costs.
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The decision of whether to use aboveground hardened construction or underground
construction (which also may require hardening beyond that required by soil overburden
alone) is based on construction cost plus other considerations such as effects on
operations, life-cycle costs, and security requirements. Referenee 142 studied this
problem extensively, comparing the construction costs and life-cycle costs of aboveground and belowground structures. The structures were subject to the same survivability requirements--i.e., that the structures should withstand direct impact by a 500- b
(200-kg) air-delivered bomb, aircraft impact (B747), and about a 50-psi (35 150-kg/m )
long duration, side-on overpressure. The aboveground concepts required a much more
substantial and costly structure, but the buried concepts had greater excavation costs.
The siting was for level terrain with a high water table and very deep (beyond
construction depths) bedrock similar to coastal areas around Houston, TX. The costs
were very competitive for the two forms of constructioti 1142b For lesser threats, it is
expected that aboveground construction would result in lower costs to provide the same
level of survivability. For greater threats (e.g., close to as nuclear weapon ground zero),
it is totally infeasible to consider aboveground construction. Rteference 147 describes
model tests on buried cylindrical structures representing the respoase expected when
located near ground zero of a nuclear explosion.
Chemical-biological weapons survivability is beeoming an important Issue on many
new military construction projects. Reference 142 providei a detailed description of the
protective measures to be taken in facilities designed to protect against chemicalbiological attack. There is no advantage of belowgpotnd construction for this threat;
The explosive loads associated with a chemieal-bologieal weapon [1451 are minor
compared to those of previously mentioned weapons. Chemica!-blolog•eal weapons will
generally be used with other explosive weapons. The facility design challenge then is one
of withstanding the blast loads of other weapons witheet allowing chemical-biological
agents to etrter the structure. There is no real advantage or disadvantage to underground
construction for a chemical-biological threat. The reqWremerts of a chemical-biological
filtration system ate the same for above- and beiowgrov
facil4ties

"EnergySavings
Recent publications pertaining to energy considerations for earth-sheltered
structures have (1) discussed factors influencing, energy consumption, (2) given
temperature data and calculation methods, and (3) compared energy expenditures for
above- and belowground buildings.
Energy Factors
The earth surrounding an underground structure has a thermal inertia that insulates
the building and dampens thermal loads from daily and seasonal variations in air
temperature. The ground has a relatively stable temperature near the comfort range of
the building. Thus, there would be lower required heating and cooling loads than with a
comparable aboveground structure.

..

While less or smaller mechanic!al equipment is needed to meet the'energy demands
of
an
building
(heaters,
air conditioners,
there costs
is often
additional
expenseunderground
for ventilation
ductwork
[109,1071.
Overall, theetc.),
operating
are lower
and,
when life-cycle costs are considered, this may prove a strong incentive for choosing an
underground design.
_*

Energy Details
Reference 108 contains data, on monthly weather conditions for 29. locations
throughout the United States. It examines the climate in various parts of the country
and assesses the energy effectiveness of earth-tempering.
Estimates of earth
temperatures as a function of depth, season, mean annual temperature, etc., can be
found using an equation given in Reference 84.

a

S

Energy Comparisons
The cooling costs are 20 percent leSs for the Central Library in Fort Worth, TX'
[1061, because it is located underground. In a study of underground homes (801, savings in
space heating paid for additional construction 'expenses within 20 years. The underground
houses then proved more economical than conventional homes over a 30-year life cycle.
Reference 80 also cites energy savings from two additional underground buildings: a
library in Minnesota costs 28 to 44 percent less to heat, and an elementary school
in Virginia saves 49 percenton heating and cooling costs.
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Energy Comparisons of Construwlion Methods
An investigation of alternative r(ethods of earthbreaking [351 comPares the energy
required to remove 1 eu in. (%63.9 m1W) of rock:

,

Method

'-Earthbreaking

(Cutter)'
'.
[

• :.'Ultrasonics

Mechanical Clipper
Flame.Jet
Rock Melting

,°,

Btus Applied/
cu in of Rock Removed
0.6 - 240
0.055,
0.01
0.004

V/

V.•

*

A description of earthbreaking methods is as follows:
Mechnical clipper--uses drilling and shearing techniques.

Ultrasonic cutting--uses high frequency vibrations to dislodge rock.
Flame jetting--a fuel-air mixture is combusted through a nozzle at a

sonic or supersonic velocity. Impingement of the jet on a
rock surface causes erosion and sn-lling with thermally,

induced expansions.

"Rock melting--a laboratory technique used to weaken or melt rocks with
laser heating.
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3 EXAMPLE ANALYSIS

This chapter describes an example facility considered for underground siting and
examines its possible construction with the various methods described in the literature.
The methods of ground water control that can be implemented are considered, as well as
the security and survivability aspects of locating the facility underground.

Example Selection
Figure 4 illustrates the chosen facility, which is to be a semi-hardened communication center. The structure is .170 ft by 35 ft by 15 ft (51 m by 10.8 m by 4.5 m) high.
Access by truck to a load area inside the facility entrance is required. Personnel access
is also provided.
The structure is box shaped and contains 25 office stations and a
mechanical support room. An alternate emergency exit, sized for personnel only, is
required, and is to be located away from the primary personnel and vehicle entryways.

Construction Methods.
The example structure is examined for several different construction techniques,
including aboveground construction, shallow excavation, deep excavation, deep shaft, and
tunneling.
*

Aboveground

*-be
"

Siting the structure aboveground will require a hardened structural
reinforced concrete walls and roof 3labs if the facility is to withstand
security or survivability threat. If a nuclear exterior threat is included,
required as protection from radioactive fallout. Figure S illustrates
facility concept with earth surrounding.

design of thick,
any substantial
overburden will
an aboveground

The facility is' likely to be massive due to the weight of the structure plus the
overburden, so the substructure must be able to transfer the building loads to the ground
without excessive settlements or subgrade failure. Settlement is a major concern in
areas of high water table and generally poor soil conditions of low compressive
strength. The soil's bearing capacity must be able to withstand the expected building
loads to prevent shearing failure.

-.

Bearing capacity can be increased by several approaches, including the use of
driven friction piles, bell piers, extended mat foundation, and the use of stabilizers.
These can be used individually or-combined, depending on the structure's needs and the
soil properties.
Figure 6a illustrates a structure built over soil, which has been
chemically treated by grout material. Figure 6b shows an extended mat foundation or
skirt which spreads the structure weight over a larger area. Figure 6c illustrates the use
of friction piles, to prevent settlement, and Figure 6d shows the use of bell piers.

"*

can Security and survivability of the aboveground structure are limited. The facility
can be entered by force at any point around the structure if the intruders are well
equipped; there is no' single weak point. This type of aboveground structure could
withstand low overpressure threats such as a distant nuclear explosion or air-delivered
bombs or artillery which does not maintain a direct or nearby ,hit.. However, protection
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"from close-in blast effects or direct impact by weapons or aircraft is very hard to
provide.
Operational considerations favor an aboveground facility.
This siting easily
provides the requirement for vehicle access. Personnel entrances are convenient, and
emergency exits are easily satisfied. Supply and return air is accessible for the facility,
including changing air that contains vehicle exhaust.
Shallow Excavation

"*

5of

3In
"
*

A shallow excavation for a facility of this size would be a cut and cover operation. Figure 7 shows a shallow buried concept for the example facility. In stable soils
with a low water table, excavation is easy because ground water control is not a factor
and sidewalls maintain stability without collapse. However, in areas with unstable soils
and a high water table, methods such as use of chemical stabilizers, wellpoints, deep
wells, or ground freezing must be used.
Settlement is a concern in areas with soils of low bearing capacity. If the soil's
ultimate bearing capacity is not much greater than the expected pressure, the applied
loads must'be reduced either by the foundation redesign alternatives described in Figure
6 or by modifying the soil by injecting soil stabilizers. For a high water table, injection
soil stabilizers serves a dual purpose: controlling ground water and increasing soil
bearing capacity. In a high water table condition, a shallow buried concept has an
advantage over an aboveground concept. The structure can "float" by means of weight
compensation, in which the weight of the excavated soil equals the weight of the
structure and overburden. When this condition is met, the soil load does not increase,
settlement is minimized, and the foundation and structure are considered to be floating.
practice, an exact balance is not likely to be achieved; thus, the use of friction piles
along with a floating structure is common.
Security for a shallow buried concept, has been improved only slightly over that of
an aboveground siting. The side and near walls are protected, but the roof slab and
entryways are weak points.
Survivability has also not been increased significantly.
Unless very substantial hardening is provided, the structure is still very vulnerable to
high, nuclear overpressures, direct hits by munitions, and close-in detonations of
munitions.
Compared with an aboveground structure,' operational considerations are very
similar for a shallow buried concept. -Vehicle access is easily provided, along with
personnel access and emergency exits. Supply and return air is also easily accessible.

S...Deep
-

excavation and Deep Shaft
Deep burial will greatly increase the, structure's survivability. Depths to the ioof
slab of 40 ft (12 m) or more provide significant hardening against the posed threats. This
type of burial can be achieved by a very deep cut and cover operation. A structure at
this depth in unstable soils may require a deep shaft construction operation with
excavation at the shaft bottom. Figure 8 illustrates a deep burial concept.
Ground water control is an important consideration in deep burial 'Wellpoints are
ineffective because of the depth of construction, and even deep wells may be impractical
or expensive due to the need for close spacing. Chemical grouting and ground freezing
methods can be used., For shaft construction, ground freezing can be used at a saturated
layer until the shaft constiuction and lining have progressed to the dry ground below.
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'Figure 7. Shallow excavation for example facility.
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~Figure 8Deep shaft structures
Thus, ground freezing does. not have to be in place during the entire construction.
combination of ground water controi methods can be used during construction..

*below

A

Hydrostatic pressures can be critical in designingý structures buried at depth mnuch
theý ground water 'table. Overall hydrostatic uplift can result if the rmstiltant
buoyancy force Is greater-than the weight of the. strueture. For massive conicrete
structures~, this Is generally not a problem. One advantage of deep burial is lighter
~34

construction because of a reduced threat of force. For very deep structures or when the
surface attack threat is considered to be minimal (such as a low surface overpressure),
the F.ructural design may be driven by the siting and not the exterior threat. Both a
lighter resulting structure and hydrostatic uplift may be realized. Use of an extended
mat and friction piles may be necessary to distribute the structure weight. Another
concern is the slabs' ability to resist the bending stresses associated with hydrostatic
uplift pressure. The exsmple structure does not have long, unsupported spans, so this is
not a substantial problem; however, other concepts may encounter this difficulty. A
thick slab with double reinforcements is a common solution.,
Operational considerations do not favor a deeply buried facility, since access is
difficult for both vehicles and personnel, and a lift system to the surface is required. An
aboveground structure is provided for this purpose which serves as a loading dock for
vehicles and for personnel entry. If vehicles must be stored in the structure, the lift
must be sized to accommodate their size and weight. However, this may be prohibitively
expensive, and a separate tunnel system may have to be provided from the surface to
allow a long ramp for vehicular traffic. Emergency exits are not easily provided. One
concept would provide for truck access by ramp tunnel and personnel emergency exit by
shaft.
Mechanical ventilation and ventilation of vehicle exhaust present operational
problems as does cooling of emergency power systems located in the buried structure.
Security from terrorist attack is excellent for such a structure.
The only
vulnerable areas are the entryway and mechanical penetration of the structure; however,
the threat is localized and easily identifiable.
Ore security drawback is that the
structure can be closed down easily. Although it may be difficult for intruders to enter
the actual facility, it could be rendered inoperable by closing the entryways. B.ulk
explosives can be placed to collapse entryways, but will require the use of heavy
construction equipment to reopen the facility.
Tunneling
*Tunneling in mountainsides to provide facility protection (see Figure 9) is
commonly used, particularly in Europe and the Scandinavian countries. The choice of a
site for tun eling is important, because poor geology and flood-prone rock will escalate
constructio0i costs. The length of the tunnel relates directly to construction cost and
techniques.
Short tunnels through rock will typically proceed by blasting and
excavation.
Very, long tunnels and tunnels through soft rock or soil will use special
machinery Which is not cost-effective for short tunnel lengths. The example facility is
not large, and its size alone constitutes a small tunnel length. However, deeper burial
into the mo ntainside provides greater survivability.
Tunn I size is fixed by vehicle access requirements. A single facility entrance is
common fot hardened facilities located in mountainsides.
Emergency exits can be.
provided by constructing a shaft to the mountain surface or a second tunnel access.
Choosing au Underground Construction Method
The v rious underground construction methods discussed as options for the example
facility mu! t be evaluated on a site-specific basis, since factors such as site geology will
vary significantly in different locales. The advantages and disadvantages of each option
must be weighed, and each alternative's costs and energy use must -be evaluated. The
most effective options can .then be considered in terms of the various constraints posed
by the indi idual site..
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Figure 9. Tunneled structure.

4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This report has described a survey of literature cove'ring various methods used in
underground construction. The Army will use this information to identify and compare
methods for building hardened facil~ities that can resist threat forces and are safe, costeffective, and energy-efficient.
In, general, the literature revealed that construction costs are greater for underground, structures; however, aboveground structures do not provide security or survivability against external attack unless they are substantially hardened. rn providing this
level of protection, the construction costs for shallow underground structures are competitive with Xhose of hardened aboveground facilities. The belowground stru ~ure
becomes more economical at relatively low overpressures of 35 psi (24 605 kg/in') or
greater. Deeply buried structures or structures tunneled into mountainsides represent
the most expensive options, but provide the greatest level of survivability. Such facilities provide survivability even for very substantial exterior threats.
Operating costs. of underground buildings are normally lower than those of
aboveground buildings. 'Depending on the geographical locations of the building and the
costs of energy, the savings in cooling and heating costs could vary from 20 to 49 percent
for the underground buildings as compared to the aboveground. conventional 'buildings.
Therefore, the life-cycle costs of underground buildings could be lower than those of
aboveground buildings over a 20- to 30-year life cycle.
The construction of large, underground, hardened facilities is technically feasible.
Therefore, it is recommended that underground structural systems be evaluated to
determine their vulnerable components for various external threats. Cost-effective
improvements, can then be identified to enhance the systems' security and survivability.
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